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 Paying attention to handwriting is one of the arts which has had a significant place in 

Islamic period and have used on the cloth fabrics, too. The research method of the 

present study is historical analysis in descriptive mode. In this research, it is tried to 

have a look at the role of the handwritings in fabrics which are a part of Iranian art 

body. It should be mentioned that this role has always been hidden and less attention is 

given to their study. This research tries to answer the question of “how was the 
handwriting of Iranian fabrics form Alebuiee to Safavi period?” the research points 

have shown that by studying the content of the handwritings and the way they have 

been used and also based on the historical, cultural, aesthetic and social views, the hand 
writing of the fabrics and the meaningful use of them in combination with the form of 

the cloth have been important alongside the shape and patterns.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 During the history, Iranian respected the art and so they have created valuable pieces which decorate the 

museums in the present time. Paying attention to calligraphy and developing the handwriting in Islamic realm  

has had the significant place due to writing the name of God and even affected other arts such as painting nd 

filet. Then, calligraphy has been a proper tool for expressing religious interest in Islamic culture and has been 

widely used in practical dimensions of art. Iranian artists developed different styles of calligraphy and obtained 

a significant place through their great pieces of art.  

 

Writing on fabrics in Alebuuiee period: 

 The dynasty of Alebuiee was reined in 310-440. Aesthetically, it is a significant and unique period and this 

is called the renaissance period [1] since the Islamic art is formed in this period. One of the most important 

features of this art is the existence of the contents and religious elements in the cultural function [2]. The cloths 

including the over coverings are designed with burring writings and religious ones were formed based on the 

Shiite beliefs and were used for coffins. The fabrics of this period show the hunting and simple pattern on 

animals and Kufi writing on the margins and decorations [3]. The kings used the fabrics for writing important 

information and so the cloths of this period included the place and history [4]. Most of the writings are started 

with the name of God and the king of the time and then saying hello and appreciation and finally place and date 

of production.  

 The writings are in simple context and are in margins with abstract or animal and birds shape [5].  

 

Writing on the fabrics of Saljoqi period:  

 Iran was one of the main producers of cloth and fabrics in Saljoqi period [1]. Using two or three different 

decoration are the features of Saljoqi art which continue until the Mongol and Teymuri period [4]. In Saljoqi 

period the stone writing was common and the public hand writing was developed and was used in combination 

with different kinds of Kufi handwritings [1]. The fabric of the cloth at this time shows that the art of fabric was 

in its highest excellence in this period. Sasani writing affected the fabric of this period mixed with Islamic 

patterns [7].  

 The Kufi hand writing was first used for expressing religious intentions and then as a cover for coffins and 

had writings of Quran on them. Other forms had circle or geometric shapes with animals [8]. Writing and shapes 
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were mixed in this period and were repeated so that the decoration in the margins was intermingled and this was 

the feature of Saljoghi cloth [9].  

 

Handwriting on Ilkhani period:  

 Ilkhanis reined from 650 to 736 and supported Islamic art and literature. The arts of this period were 

affected by the Saljogis and the effect of china was seen in the art of Iran. A large number of Chinese wavers 

came to Iran [3]; although the Iranian art declined in this period but the wealthy people buried a lot of cloths 

along with their dead bodies and too much glory was the sign of the cloths in this period [10]. The clothes were 

colored differently and beautifully [11].  

 

Handwriting on Safavi period:  

 Decoration and design of the cloths with different handwriting was one of the decoration methods which 

were common in Safavi period. The pictographs were used on the coffins and graves. They were mostly in 

symmetry and sometimes the words of Quran and Hadis or poems or names of the waver were mentioned on the 

cloths [12].  

 

Conclusion:  

 Human being tried the decoration of the cloth in order to satisfy the aesthetic feeling after completing and 

producing the cloths. After that, the decoration were more and included different shapes including the lines and 

the use of this writings was different based on the context. The clothes were divided based on the application 

and the type of the writing was different, too.  
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